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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this paper is the development of the operational strategies to maximize the rail 
network efficiency. The existing schedule optimization model, where the planning objective 
is operation cost minimization or travel time minimization, is extended to the new model by 
considering transfer behavior. The transfer penalty is introduced to constraints in the mixed 
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) model for the analysis of the alternative with 
transfer between two types of trains. Because this type of the problem is NP-complete, so 
branch-and-cut approach, which is widely used for this type problem, is introduced to the 
solution procedure.  
The practical availability of the rail operational strategy in this paper has evaluated and the 
numerical results show that the schedule model constructed in this paper can product the 
optimal schedule to utilize the completed rail network efficiently by introducing the transfer 
penalty into the framework. Afterwards, this study can make the basis of the improved 
operational strategy consisting of the rail transfer scheduling by including the studies about 
the more detailed travelers’ behaviors. 
  
Key Words: network efficiency, train scheduling, transfer behavior, MINLP, branch-and-cut 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The opening of HSR (High Speed Railroad) in Korea is expected to bring to the enormous 
economical and political changes and many related studies have been investigated. Especially 
it doesn’t only mean the addition of the high-speed mode but the completion of the rail 
network system, so the development of the operational strategies to maximize the rail network 
efficiency has focused on in the railroad industry.  
 
The completion of the rail network system in Korea can form the basis of overcoming the 
weaknesses of the rail mode, that is, accessibility and frequency. Because the transfer system 
in the complete network helps a traveler move to his desirable destination more closely and at 
his desirable time more accurately. The scheduling plays on a more important role in these 
operational strategies. The well-designed schedule helps the operating cost reduction and the 
demand conversion from other modes, thus enhances revenue while miss-specified schedule 
planning may cause the increase of travelers’ disutility. So it is very important to formulate 
the schedule planning corresponding with the passengers’ expectation.  
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The schedule optimization model is NP-complete, so branch-and-cut approach, which is 
widely used for this type problem, is introduced to the solution procedure. And the strategy of 
financial feasibility maximization is established.  
 
The practical availability of the rail operational strategy in this paper has evaluated. The 
numerical results show that the new model products the optimal schedule which can utilize 
the network structure efficiently. In the case of the alternative with transfer, the operation of 
HSR was activated. Although the share of the rail mode is increased, the frequency of railroad 
is similar but the distance was decreased by 20.7% and it means that the efficiency of train 
operation was improved.  
 
The schedule model constructed in this paper can product the optimal schedule to utilize the 
completed rail network efficiently by introducing the transfer penalty into the framework. 
Afterwards, this study can make the basis of the improved operational strategy consisting of 
the rail transfer scheduling by including the studies about the more detailed travelers’ 
behaviors. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Train scheduling is one of the most challenging and difficult problems in railway planning. So 
it has been done manually for more than a century through a trial and error process. There 
have been many studies of more efficient scheduling methods - simulation, mathematical 
programming, expert systems and so on. 
 
The fundamental base of the train schedule is the single line plan which determines the 
number of trains serving the line connecting two terminal stations in a fixed time interval 
(Bussieck et al., 1997). Many researchers have tried to solve the realistic problems by adding 
various constraints and conditions on this basis.  
 
Morlok and Peterson (1970) are known as one of the earliest work on an optimum solution to 
the train-scheduling problem. The objective is to minimize the sum of fixed costs for trains, 
variable costs for transportation, handling and storage of freight, and opportunity costs of 
using rail equipment, while providing on-time deliveries of time-sensitive goods. Each 
potential train has a departure time, routing, set of stops, and an upper limit on cars. Decisions 
are which trains to operate and which freight to assign to each train. The authors apply 
branch-and-bound to solve a small instance of the resulting multi-commodity network design 
problem.  
 
Jovanovic and Harker (1991) developed the SCAN-I model to construct timetable and pass 
plans with a focus on robustness against travel time randomness. They employed a branch-
and-bound variant called a process-interaction simulation to assess whether a timetable is 
feasible under deterministic assumptions. Whenever a feasible schedule is identified for the 
deterministic travel times, simulation is used to estimate the probability that the schedule is 
achievable for random travel times.  
 
Kraay et al. (1991) constructed MINLP problem for variable velocity while Jovanovic and 
Harker (1991) formulated a mixed integer problem for fixed velocity. The objective is to 
minimize train delays and fuel costs and resulting model permitted more flexibility in 
scheduling and fuel cost reductions.  
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Kraay and Harker (1995) developed real-time scheduling model of freight railroads to provide 
a link between strategic schedules and line dispatching or CAD (Computer Assisted 
Dispatching) models. 
 
Carey and Lockwood (1995) presented a timetabling problem on a single rail line assuming a 
constant velocity for each train. They constructed the timetable and schedule to minimize 
total weighted delay subject to maximize train velocity and siding length. 
 

Table 1. Literatures of Train Scheduling and Routing 
Paper/Year Decisions Major Assumptions Objective Function Constraints 

Morlok &  
Peterson 
(1970) 

Train schedules 
& freight routes 

-Deterministic demand 
and transit times 

Minimize fixed and 
variable operating, sto-
rage and opportunity 
costs 

-Delivery windows 
-Power requirements
-Train capacity 

Jovanovic &  
Harker  
(1991) 

Detailed train 
timetables, meet-
pass plans 

-Fixed velocity 
-Travel times uncertain

High probability of 
feasibility 

-Deadlock avoidance
-Siding capacity 

Kraay et al.  
(1991) 

Train velocity 
profile & meet-
pass plans 

-Single track 
-Variable velocity 

Minimize fuel consum-
ption, deviation from 
schedule 

-Maximum train vel-
ocity 

Carey &  
Lockwood 

(1995) 

Train paths and 
schedules 

-One-way traffic 
-Fixed velocity 

Minimize deviations 
from preferred depar-
ture time 

-Arrival & departure 
time windows 

Marín &  
Salmerón 

(1996) 

Train routes and 
car routing 

-Deterministic transit 
 times 
-Constant demand 

Minimize fixed and 
variable transit, holdi-
ng, handling, and inve-
stment costs 

-Demand satisfaction
-Yard, line, and train 
capacity 
-Limited cars on tra-
ck 

Nozick &  
Morlok  
(1997) 

Assign equipment 
and loads to trai-
ns 

-Fixed train schedules 
-Known demands 

Minimize costs of 
repositioning and satis-
fying demand 

-Demand Satisfaction
-Fleet size 
-Terminal capacity 

Kwon et al. 
(1998) 

Car routing -Train schedules, block 
definitions, fixed block 
to train assignments  
-Time-varying demand

Minimize late delivery 
penalties 

-Train capacity 
-Correct car to block, 
block to train assign-
ment 

Van Dyke 
(1999) 

Assignment of 
cars to blocks 

-Existing blocking plan
-Train Scheduling fixed
-Constant demand 

Minimize 
transportation and han-
dling costs 

-Demand satisfaction

Newman &  
Yano 

(2000) 

Train schedules 
and freight routes 

-Deterministic transit 
 times 
-Time-varying demand

Minimize fixed and 
variable operating and 
storage costs 

-Freight due dates 
-Train and line cap-
acity 

Chang et al.  
(2000) 

Train schedules, 
service frequency, 
fleet size and pas-
senger volume  

-Constant demand and 
 capacity 
-Train stopping time 
-Fixed and published 
timetable 

Minimize the total 
operating costs or the 
total travel time loss  
(multi-objective) 

-Train and line cap-
acity 
-Demand satisfaction
-Fleet size 

Ghoseiri et al.  
(2004) 

Train schedules 
routing, and aver-
age velocity  

-Decomposition of the 
complicated infrastruc-
tures 
-Predetermined platfo-
rm capacity 
-Average velocity 

Minimize the fuel 
consumption cost or 
travel time  
(multi-objective) 

-Train movement co-
ntinuity 
-Events continuity 
-Trip times on links 
and dwell times at 
platform 
-Headway avoiding 
conflicts 
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Higgins et al. (1996) described the development of a model designed to optimize train 
schedules on single line rail corridors. The objective of the paper is to present a lower bound 
that will allow the branch and bound procedure to find the optimal solution to realistic size 
problems in reasonable time.  
 
Marín and Salmerón (1996) addressed an aggregate steady-state freight planning model in 
which train routes (including stops), their frequency, and the number of cars using each 
service are determined. Costs include a fixed charge for each train, handling and delay costs, 
and costs of investments in additional trains. Constraints are imposed on the number of cars 
transported on each track segment, the number of cars using each yard, and the number of 
trains. They suggest heuristics in which service frequency decisions are handled by simulated 
annealing or tabu search and freight routing is addressed using a network flow model.  
 
Nozick and Morlok (1997) addressed a finite-horizon, discrete-time problem of minimizing 
the total variable cost of moving loaded and empty trailers and flatcars given a fixed train 
schedule while satisfying due dates. They developed a procedure that involves iteratively 
solving a linear programming relaxation and rounding some of the resulting fractional values 
until a feasible integral solution is found.  
 
Kwon et al. (1998) formulated a multi-commodity flow problem to determine car routes 
assuming the train schedule-blocking plan and block-to-train assignments are given. The goal 
is to minimize late delivery penalties while ensuring demand is met, cars are appropriately 
assigned to blocks, blocks are appropriately assigned to trains, and train capacity restrictions 
are enforced. They use a column generation approach to solve realistic problem instances. 
This model has proved useful for modifying train schedules when the initial train schedule 
does not provide adequate customer service.  
 
All major North American railroads currently use MultiRail software assigns railcars to 
existing blocks. The objective is to minimize variable transportation and handling costs 
incurred for all transit segments, but costs may be modified to reflect routing preferences. 
Block and yard capacities are not explicitly modeled, allowing car routing to be determined 
using a shortest-path algorithm (Van Dyke, 1999). 
 
Newman & Yano (2000) presented both centralized and decentralized approaches for solving 
the discrete-time problem of simultaneously deciding train service on all possible nonstop 
links and freight allocation. They considered deterministic transit times and time-varying 
demand to minimize fixed and variable operating and storage costs.  
 
Chang et al. (2000) gave a multi-objective model for passenger train services planning. They 
determined the optimal allocation of passenger train services on an inter-city high-speed rail 
line without branches with specifying subset of stations at which the train must stop. This 
model belongs to the line-planning category of the hierarchical planning process.  
 
Ghoseiri et al. (2004) also developed a multi-objective model for the passenger train-
scheduling problem on a railroad network that includes single and multiple tracks and 
multiple platforms. The objective is to minimize the fuel consumption cost or total passenger 
time subject to the train movement continuity constraints, events continuity constraints and 
trip time and dwell time constraints and so on.   
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3. MODEL FORMULATION 
 
The distinct planning decisions of providing passenger train services on an intercity HSR line 
can be hierarchically structured as in Fig. 1. The classification of decision levels is based on 
the framework proposed by Anthony (1965). It is composed of strategic, tactical and 
operational decisions. This paper focuses on the development of an optimal model for train 
services planning to support major tactical decisions.  
 
Tactical decisions include demand variation, fleet size, service frequency, stop-schedule plan 
and so on. Tactical decision is the core of the rail operational planning, but it is very difficult 
and complicated, so most problems are solved by application of the simulation methods. This 
paper focuses on the development of the train scheduling model accommodating transfer 
behavior.  
 

 
Figure 1. Hierarchical Structure for Passenger Train Services plan 
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The summary of notation in this paper is follows. 
 
rp  : fare on a stop schedule r  

itrz  : passengers on board at station i  on a stop schedule r  during an operating period t  

ijtQ  : total travel demand, which is dependent on  fare ( rp ) and frequency ( trf )  

ijtrv  : passengers volume from stations i  to stations j  served by each stop-schedule r   

trd  : total trip distance of all train trips based on a stop schedule r  during an period t  

ijL  : the distance between station i  and station j  

itrx  : if a train on the stop schedule r  stops at a station i , then 1=itrx ; otherwise, 
0=itrx  

tryτ  : if a train on the stop schedule r  transfers at a station τ , then 1=tryτ ; otherwise, 
0=tryτ  

tE  : the maximum number of trains during a period t  

trK  : the seating capacity on a stop schedule r  during a period t  

trA  : the number of trains required due to running time 

itrB  : the number of trains required due to dwell time 

siU  : running time from station s  to station i  

iW  : dwell time at a station i  

rφ  : transfer time at a station τ  

fC , vC  : fixed overhead cost and variable operating cost 
T , R  : the number of operating periods and stop schedules, respectively 
N  : the number of stations  
M  : a large number 
 
3.1 Objective Function and Constraints 
 
On a passenger train service line with a set of N stations },,,2,1{ NL=Ω  train trips are 
provided by n trains on a set of R stop-schedules within a planning horizon T . The travel 
demand ijtQ  of many-to-many O-D for an operating period }),,2,1{( Ttt L∈  is dependent on 
the fare and frequency.  
 
The objective function (1) is the profit maximization problem. This includes total revenue and 
total fixed/variable costs. Constraints (2) specify itrz , which is the passengers on board at a 
station i  on a stop-schedule r . Constraints (3) define the total trip distance trd , which is 
obtained by multiplying the distance and service frequency. Constraints (5) and (6) specify 
the conditions for constructing a stop-schedule r  and constraints (7) ensure that no passenger 
can board or alight at station i , if a stop-schedule r does not stop at station i  (where itrx   = 0).  
 
Constraints (8)~(10) specify the line and seating capacity of train trips on the stop-schedule 
r . Constraints (11) and (12) present that passenger can transfer at station τ  if τττ φ++ ji UU  
is smaller than ijU . n  in constraints (13) is the minimum required fleet size and constraints 
(14) and (15) are defined for (13). 
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3.2 Model Solution Procedure 
 
The solution procedure in this paper can be solved by branch-and-cut methods, which are 
exact algorithms consisting of a combination of a cutting-plane method with a branch-and-
bound algorithm.  
 
These methods work by solving a sequence of relaxations of the integer-programming 
problem. Cutting-plane methods improve the relaxation of the problem to more closely 
approximate the integer-programming problem. For this procedure, some linearization 
processes are required but there are many linearization methods are well known so we will 
skip about the details.  
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A branch-and-cut algorithm is outlined below. L  is the set of active nodes in the branch-and-
cut tree. The value of the best-known feasible point for the integer linear problem ( ILP ) is z , 
which provides and upper bound on the optimal value of the original problem. lz  is a lower 
bound on the optimal value of the current subproblem. The value of LP relaxation of the 
subproblem is used to update lz .  
 
The efficiency of the procedure is highly dependent upon efficiently finding sets of “strong” 
inequalities. The problem of finding a violating inequality or proving that no such inequality 
exists for solution lRx  is commonly referred to as the “separation problem”. Ideally, an 
efficient exact method to solve the separation problem (Step 5) is required. Unfortunately, 
such methods are usually unavailable, so the cutting planes are sorted in order of the 
magnitude of violation and added to a subset.  
 
 
Step 1. Initialization: Denote the initial integer programming problem by 0ILP  and set the 

active nodes to be { }0ILPL = . Set the upper bound to be +∞=z . Set +∞=lz  for 
the one problem Ll∈ . 

 
Step 2. Termination: If ∅=L , then the solution *x , which yielded the incumbent objective 

value z , is optimal. If no such  *x  exists (i.e., +∞=z ), then ILP is infeasible. 
 
Step 3. Problem selection: Select and delete a problem lILP  form L .  
 
Step 4. Solve the linear programming relaxation of lILP . If the relaxation is infeasible, set 

+∞=lz  and go to Step 6. Let lz  denote the optimal objective value of the 
relaxation if it is finite and let lRx  be an optimal solution; otherwise set −∞=lz . 

 
Step 5. Add cutting planes: If desired, search for cutting planes that are violated by lRx ; if 

any are found, add them to the relaxation and return to Step 4.  
 
Step 6. Fathoming and Pruning  
  
(a) If zzl ≥  go to Step 2.  
(b) If zzl <  and lRx  is integral feasible, update lzz = , delete from L  all problems with 

zzl ≥ , and go to Step 2.  
 
Step 7. Partitioning: Let { } kj

j
ljS =

=1  be a partition of the constraint set lS  of problem lILP . 

Add problems { } kj
j

ljILP =

=1  to L , where ljILP  is lILP  with feasible region restricted 

to ljS  and ljz  for kj ,,1 L=  is set to the value of lz  for the parent problem l . Go 
to Step 2. 
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4. APPLICATION 
 
4.1 Sample Network 
 
In this section, we present a simple numerical example to illustrate the model and the solution 
methods. We have studied the analysis including the mode choice procedures to consider 
demand diversion from auto mode. 
 
The rail network used in this example has 7 stations and 6 sections. In the Fig. 2, HSR can be 
only operated on the bold line (5 stations and 4 sections). For the simplicity, it was assumed 
that all tracks are double lines without sidings. The railroads are served all stations, but HSR 
are only served the stations B~F. Transfer between HSR and railroad is achieved at the station 
B and F.  
 

 
Figure 2. A Sample Network Example 

 
The trip demand ijtT  between zone i  and j  during an operating period t  vary between 3,500 
~ 15,000 passengers/hr and are divided with auto users and rail passengers. The mode choice 
models are follows.  
 

rijaij UU
ijt

ijt e
T

Q −+
=

1
        (16) 

aijaijaij CTTTU 21 ββ +=        (17) 
δβββ +++= rijrijrijrij TWCTTTU 321      (18) 

 
 

ijtT  : total travel demand from zone i  to zone j  during an operating period t  

ijtQ  : rail passengers demand from zone i  to zone j  during an operating period t  

aijU  : an auto user’s utility function from zone i  to zone j  

rijU  : a rail passenger’s utility function from zone i  to zone j  

mijTT  : travel time of mode m  from zone i  to zone j  

mijCT  : travel cost of mode m  from zone i  to zone j  
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The values of the parameters 321 ,, βββ  and δ  were -0.0411, -2.24, -0.1 and 4.77 
respectively, which were adopted from Domencich and McFadden (1975). The planning 
horizon period is 6 hrs and two types of trains - HSR and railroad - are operated. Details of 
the example are in the Table 2. 
  
Table 2. Items and Values by Alternatives for Examples 

Alternative Item Value 
Auto Vehicle Occupancy 2.2 person/car 

 Speed 60km/hr 
 Operating Cost 5.5$/veh-hr 

Rail Capacity HSR 900 seats/train 
  Railroad 600 seats/train 
 Train Speed HSR 200km/hr 
  Railroad 100km/hr 
 Operating Cost HSR 1.375$/km 
  Railroad 1.042$/km 
 Line Capacity 12 trains/hr 
 Access Time 10min 
 Dwell Time 5min/station 
 Transfer time 15min/station 

 
 

4.2 Analysis of the Optimal Train Service Plan 
 
In this section, the train service plans for the example are constructed. Two optimal 
scheduling solutions are compared, in which one is with transfer and the other is without.  
 
Just as expected, in the case of the alternative with transfer, the frequency and distance of the 
HSR was increased. Especially, the distance of HSR was increased by 31.9%, and it means 
that the operation of HSR was activated. Although the share of the rail mode was increased 
(14.0% → 17.3%), the frequency of railroad was similar but the distance was decreased by 
20.7% and it means that the efficiency of train operation was improved.  
 
Table 3. Computational Results for the Alternatives  

Alternative With Transfer Without Transfer 
Frequency (Distance) HSR 8 (1530km) 6  (1160km) 
 Railroad 21 (1650km) 22(2080km) 

Profit 3603.7$ 2991.3$ 
Operating cost 3862.5$ 4068.3$ 

Share of rail mode 17.3% 14.0% 
 
The schedules of the alternatives are depicted in the Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. As shown in the Fig 3 
and Fig. 4, in the case of the alternative with transfer, the frequency was increased at the O-D 
pairs where had many passengers by transfer, so the waiting time was decreased. Additionally, 
the frequencies of the section A~B and B~C were increased, and the frequency of railroad 
was decreased but HSR was increased.  
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Figure 3. Optimal Schedule with Transfer  

 

 
Figure 4. Optimal Schedule without Transfer 
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Only a few transfer alternatives were included in the optimal solution, and it shows most 
travelers have the tendency to choose the direct alternatives rather than the transfer in the 
present fare and service system. The reduced transfer penalty can improve the system 
efficiency, so we can infer the necessity of the transfer discount and convenience facility. The 
additional analysis shows the introduction of the discount in the spare capacity period also 
can improve the system efficiency.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The schedule model constructed in this paper can product the optimal schedule to utilize the 
completed rail network efficiently by introducing the transfer penalty into the framework. Just 
as expected, in the case of the alternative with transfer, the frequency and distance of the HSR 
was increased while the operating cost was decreased. Especially, the distance of HS was 
increased by 31.9% and it means that the operation of HSR was activated. Additionally the 
share of the rail mode was increased and the efficiency of train operation was improved.  
Afterwards, this study can make the basis of upgrade operational strategy consisting of the 
rail transfer scheduling by including the studies about the more detailed travelers’ behaviors. 
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